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Abstract² The development of humanlike service robots
which interact socially raises a new question: How can we make
good interaction content for such robots? Domain experts
specializing in the target service have the knowledge for
making such content. Yet, while they can easily engage in good
face-to-face interactions, we found it difficult for them to
prepare conversational content for a robot in written form.
Instead, we propose involving experts as teleoperators in an
iterative development process in which the expert develops
content, teleoperates a robot using that content, and then
revises the content based on that interaction. We propose a
software system and design guidelines to enable such an
iterative design process. To validate these solutions, we
conducted a comparison experiment in the field, with elderly
volunteer guides teleoperating a robot at a tourist information
center in Nara, Japan. The results showed that our system and
guidelines enabled domain experts with no robotics
background to create better interaction content and conduct
better interactions than domain experts without our system.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Social robots, that is, humanoid robots which can provide
services for people and interact with them in everyday social
environments, have been a growing topic of interest for a
variety of applications. Recent research has explored robots
which can assist in nursing homes [1], provide route guidance
in a shopping center [2], help people to do their shopping in a
supermarket [3], greet people at a reception booth [4], and
interact with people on city streets [5].
For many such applications, the complexity and openendedness of conversational social interaction make full
autonomy quite difficult to achieve. In many cases,
researchers compensate for this by employing a human to
WHOHRSHUDWH WKH URERW IRU FHUWDLQ WDVNV NQRZQ DV WKH ³:L]DUG
RI 2]´ PHWKRG
While this technique is often dismissed as a temporary
measure for conducting experiments before certain
technologies are available, we would like to propose a new
possibility: that teleoperation of semi-autonomous robots
presents an opportunity for elderly people to stay socially
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Figure 1.

Teleoperation of a robot interacting with a visitor at a
tourist information center

active and provide real value to society, even if they are
bedridden or mobility-impaired.
A. Telepresence
Several kinds of telepresence technologies for social
robots have been developed [6]. Many commercial robots
such as the VGo telepresence robot show live video of the
operator¶V IDFH, whereas others require the operation of
controls or tracking of body motion to produce gestures and
expressions through behaviors of the robot.
For our study, we chose a less direct method of
teleoperation. Continually showing video RI WKH RSHUDWRU¶V
face can be tiring for the operators, as they cannot relax, and
it can be embarrassing if they are working at home and the
video shows their personal space. Also, some people cannot
speak clearly enough for a direct audio feed to the robot. For
this reason, we chose to generate utterances based on textual
content, through speech synthesis software, and to generate
gestures using both implicit behaviors based on the textual
content, and explicit behaviors specified by the operator.
Thus, the teleoperators in our study used a software
interface to control a remote robot, as shown in Figure 1.
Through this interface, content entered by the operator can be
stored for reuse, so that the system becomes easier to use
over time.
For future, autonomous systems, this kind of content
generation through teleoperation may become a valuable way
IRU H[SHUWV WR ³WHDFK´ D URERW KRZ WR FRQGXFW FHUWDLQ
interactive tasks. So, while our current work focuses on
employing elderly people as teleoperators for robots, it may
be conceivable to employ them as robot trainers in the future.
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B. Communicative Knowledge
In either teleoperation or training scenarios, the question
arises: how can we develop good content (utterances and
gestures) for such robots to provide information in a
conversational style? It can be difficult for a programmer or
researcher to make such content if they lack expertise in the
target service domain. While people such as drama majors
[4], could be considered experts in social interaction in
general, they are not actually experts in a target application
domain for the robot. It would be difficult to create content
for a teacher, doctor, or salesperson robot, for example,
without having the specific skills and knowledge for that job,
even if one had access to factual information related to that
domain.
This is because, aside from the factual knowledge
required to perform a service effectively (e.g. knowing the
route to the nearest convenience store), there is also
communicative knowledge which is equally important. This
is a special case of what is more gHQHUDOO\ UHIHUUHG WR DV ³WDFLW
NQRZOHGJH´ >7, 8]. For example, a teacher needs to know not
only curriculum contents (factual knowledge) but also how to
capture the attention of and motivate students
(communicative knowledge). A doctor needs to understand
the mechanisms of disease (factual) but also know how to
talk to patients in a compassionate way (communicative).
While factual knowledge is often documented and
relatively easy for a robot developer to acquire,
communicative knowledge may be undocumented and can
only be provided by a domain expert. In the field of Human5RERW ,QWHUDFWLRQ WKH FRQFHSW RI ³GHVLJQ SDWWHUQV IRU
VRFLDOLW\´ >9] encapsulates some common examples of
everyday communicative knowledge that can be used in the
design of social behaviors
C. Teleoperation and Content Development
One benefit of employing elderly teleoperators is that
many of them have years of experience as a domain expert in
some field. However, in early attempts to employ such
experts make interaction content for humanoid robots, we
discovered that it is not intuitive for domain experts to sit at
computers and create textual content for a robot to provide a
service in their own natural conversational style.
This is because communicative knowledge is often
implicit and difficult to codify into explicit rules to store for
future use. Thus, we believe that content incorporating this
knowledge can be most easily created through an iterative
process of content generation and conversational interaction
through teleoperation, where the expert can use their
communicative knowledge in an intuitive way.
We consider this teleoperation phase to be quite important
in the content development process. As our previous studies
revealed, situation coverage, representing the amount of
knowledge stored in the robot, increases over time through
teleoperation [10]. Content prepared in advance is typically
premature, and through observing real people's reactions, an
operator can identify content that is missing or needs to be
changed. Hence, we believe domain experts can gain useful
feedback through the process of teleoperation. We aim to
integrate this step of real interaction through teleoperation
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into an iterative process for the development of interaction
content.
D. Scenario ± Sightseeing Guide Robot
In this study we consider the scenario of a robot providing
information for tourists. The interaction content for such a
robot would need to include a large amount of factual
knowledge about the tourist attraction, as well as
communicative knowledge like how to capture and sustain
the interest of the tourists and tell stories in an engaging and
exciting way.
The ideal domain experts who could provide this
knowledge would be people currently working as guides at
the target location in question. In Japan, there are many guide
associations where senior citizens volunteer their time to
work as guides and provide information to tourists about
sightseeing attractions.
In this study, we worked with one such volunteer guide
association in the city of Nara, Japan. The members of this
group are all retired senior citizens, with an average age of
68.4. As walking around and providing information is
physically demanding, they need to take time to rest and
cannot work every day. Consequently they are often
understaffed during busy seasons, and they were quite
receptive to the idea of using robots to help reduce their
workload.
Working with senior citizens provided some challenges,
as most participants were not frequent computer users or fast
typists. We did make accommodations for this, such as using
large font and button sizes in our software interface.
However, the focus of this study was on how to effectively
enable them to apply their rich factual and communicative
knowledge developed over years of experience as guides.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Dialog Construction
In the studies of dialog, there have been a couple of
dialog models developed. Typically, a dialog model assumes
"tasks" in a dialog. That is, it assumes typical flow and/or set
of information to be exchanged. For example, a dialog
system for selling train tickets would expect information
about departure time, destination, and number of passengers.
For such task-oriented dialogs, a state-transition model or
information-frame model fits well [11]. There are also
authoring tools [12, 13], frameworks [14], and description
languages [15, 16] that support the preparation of such taskbased dialogs.
However, we aim to realize a chat-like conversation,
where it is hard to anticipate a typical flow or set of
information. There are agent-based models that can handle
flexible dialogs, but it is difficult for people who are not
experts in dialog systems to construct such dialog models
[11]. Overall, these dialog studies did not reveal a way to
convert knowledge from domain experts (who are not experts
in dialog systems) into data useful for a robot's conversation.
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TABLE I.
Name

Responsiveness

Main guidelines

MAIN GUIDELINES
For Design/Consolidation phase

React to what the visitor says during the
interaction
(make responses, change topics,
greetings at the end)

(A1)Make behaviors* short

For Operation phase
(A4) Use topic-independent utterances

(A2)Write one idea in one behavior
(A3)Make topic-independent utterances

(A5) Watch and listen to the visitor
carefully
(B2) Choose behaviors smoothly at first

Initiative

Interactivity

Lead the interaction
(set expectations, initiate
minimize waiting time)

topics,

Help the visitor participate in the
interaction by asking questions

(B1) Design behaviors in a flow so the
robot can lead the conversation

(B3) Avoid typing too much
(B4) Keep the conversation focused on
prepared topics

(C1) Make questions and prepare for the
likely responses

(C2) Proactively ask questions

* Note: LQ WKLV SDSHU ZH XVH WKH WHUP ³EHKDYLRU´ WR UHIHU WR a combination of utterance and/or gesture. We primarily focus on utterances in this
study, but at times ZH XVH WKH WHUP ³EHKDYLRU ´ DV RXU LPSOHPHQWHG V\VWHP GRHV VXSSRUW JHVWXUHV DV ZHOO DV VSHHFK

Toward the problem, an alternative approach would be
the modeling of novice people's dialog. Chernova and her
colleagues developed an on-line game to collect people's
dialog, and converted the collected dialog data into a robot
[17]. While such approach with a large dataset would be
useful, it can often be difficult to collect data in advance,
particularly if a dialog requires specific domain expertise that
only experts would have.
B. Telepresence and Partial Autonomy
Previous studies have revealed a number of ways to
provide service from distant locations. Telephone and video
conferencing are widespread, and recently telepresence
robots have also come into use [18, 19]. Studies have begun
to investigate support techniques for telepresence robots [20].
In all of these telepresence approaches, it is a human
user/operator who engages in a single channel of dialog.
In contrast, our approach uses partial autonomy, where
multiple conversations can be supervised by a single operator
[21]. In this approach, the ultimate goal is to let the system
handle the majority of the dialog, with operators designated
to support the system only when a situation is not covered by
autonomy. While many situations can be automated for
simple greeting and information-providing dialogs [22, 23],
previous studies have not shown how to prepare and update
dialog contents, or how to involve domain experts in the
loop.
C. Guidelines for Dialogue Design
There are several research works which have focused on
dialogue design for conversational agents. For example,
Hollingsed et al. have investigated the effectiveness of the
short-term response behaviors by using a tutorial system [24].
Moreover, Ward et al. have reported some usability issues in
spoken dialog applications such as responsiveness, feedback
and so on [25]. These research works have tried to identify
important rules for dialog systems, but they did not focus on
how to create a situation where domain experts can
effectively create dialogue using their own intuitive rules.
By contrast, this paper aims to enable domain experts
themselves to create content for a conversational robot.
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III. INTERACTION GUIDELINES
In preliminary trials with the volunteer guides using early
prototypes of our system, the iteration process was not as
effective as we had hoped.
To help the operators, we analyzed the problems in their
interactions and identified a number of common mistakes.
We then developed a set of guidelines to assist the operators
in content creation and teleoperation. These guidelines can be
classified into three main categories as shown in Table 1:
Responsiveness, Initiative, and Interactivity. Responsiveness
is important at all times, whereas Initiative and Interactivity
are complementary, and they must be balanced against each
other.
A. Responsiveness
The first problem we observed was lack of
UHVSRQVLYHQHVV LQ WKH URERW¶V LQWHUDFWLRQV 2QH NLQG RI SRRU
responsiveness is when the robot responded to the visitor
slowly, after a long silence. Sometimes this happened when
the operator was taking time to search for a proper utterance
IURP D OLVW DQG GLGQ¶W VHHP WR IHHO DQ\ WLPH SUHVVXUH 2WKHU
WLPHV WKH RSHUDWRU GLGQ¶W ILQG DQ DSSURSULDWH XWWHUDQFH LQ WKH
system and instead took a very long time to type a long
utterance in response to a question.
Another problem with responsiveness is when the robot
responded promptly, but appeared to ignore what the visitor
was saying. For example, when the robot asked one visitor,
³:KHUH DUH \RX IURP"´ DQG KH DQVZHUHG ³,¶P IURP
+RNNDLGR ´ WKH QH[W XWWHUDQFH IURP D URERW ZDV ³,¶OO H[SODLQ
DERXW 1DUD ´ 7KH YLVLWRU IHOW WKDW WKH URERW ZDV QRW OLVWHQLQJ
WR ZKDW KH VDLG RU GLGQ¶W FDUH *XLGHOLQHV IRU UHVSRQVLYHQHVV
emphasize the importance of listening to the visitor and
responding quickly and appropriately.
Reaction Time Studies have shown that delays longer
than 2 seconds during interaction make people feel frustrated
[26]. In teleoperation, an operator requires time to search
through content or type utterances, so it can be difficult to
respond so quickly. Our guidelines recommend that the
operator react quickly to the visitor, and many features of our
system (see Sec. IV) were developed to support this
guideline.
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Topic-independent utterances Many utterances can be
FODVVLILHG XQGHU WRSLFV VXFK DV ³KLVWRU\ RI 1DUD 3DUN ´
However, in natural conversation, people often use phrases
VXFK DV ³RK UHDOO\"´ ³WKDW¶V ULJKW´ RU ³WKDQN \RX ´ ZKLFK
do not fit into a topic. We use the term ³topic-independent
utterances´ to refer to short utterances for making responses
which cannot be classified within a topic. These include
backchannel utterances such as ³uh-KXK ´ ³RND\ ´ ³\HDK ,
VHH ´ as well as other miscellaneous phrases.
These utterances are usually necessary for a smooth
dialog. Some behaviors serve to inform the speaker that the
listener is paying attention and has understood what was said.
They also play a role in turn-taking.
In our pre-trials, most participants prepared only factual,
topic-specific utterances, but not
topic-independent
utterances. This resulted in awkward, one-way conversations
where the robot seemed unresponsive to things the visitor
said. Our guidelines explicitly recommend that operators
prepare topic-independent utterances, as their use can lead to
smoother, more natural interactions where the robot appears
more responsive.
B. Initiative
In an ideal conversational situation, the dialogue literature
would suggest that the robot and the visitor be given equal
footing in terms of taking control of the conversation, and
that a truly mixed-initiative system would result in better
interactions than a fully robot-driven dialogue. However,
there is an asymmetry in the system ± for the operator to type
a response to an unexpected question incurs a cost in terms of
waiting time which would not occur in face-to-face
conversation.
While a small number of such unprepared situations
could be acceptable and informative, as they provide an
opportunity for the operator to input new and useful content,
WRR PDQ\ XQSUHSDUHG VLWXDWLRQV ZLOO UHVXOW LQ WKH URERW¶V
responses being unacceptably slow, as every response must
be typed. Thus, operators need to take initiative, directing the
conversation towards topics the robot can speak about. This
should LPSURYH WKH URERW¶V UHVSRQVLYHQHVV.
Setting expectations In pre-trials, many participants
GHVLJQHG EHKDYLRUV RQO\ WR VD\ ³+HOOR´ RU ³3OHDVH DVN PH DQ\
TXHVWLRQ´ DW WKH EHJLQQLQJ RI DQ LQWHUDFWLRQ OHDYLQJ WKH
visitor confused as to what to do. As people interacting with
the robot for the first time will not have clear expectations of
WKH URERW¶V DELOLWLHV RU UROH RXU JXLGHOLQHV UHFRPPHQG WKDW
WKH RSHUDWRU VWDUW HDFK LQWHUDFWLRQ E\ HVWDEOLVKLQJ WKH URERW¶V
role and initiating the first topic of conversation.
Initiating topics Whenever the conversation stops
progressing smoothly, the robot should initiate a new topic of
conversation, rather than leaving this task to the visitor.
Minimize silence time If the robot makes the visitor wait
too long, the visitor may choose not to wait for the robot to
respond. To avoid uncomfortable silence, the visitor will
often initiate an unrelated topic at such times. Just as in the
³UHVSRQVLYHQHVV´ JXLGHOLQHV WKH EHVW ZD\ WR DYRLG WKHVH
situations is for the robot to respond quickly.
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C. Interactivity
Many participants in our preliminary trials tended to
create long monologues for the robot. Such one-sided
interactions should be avoided, as visitors will feel bored and
lose interest in the conversation. For example, a robot said
³/HW PH WHOO \RX DERXW 7RGDLML WHPSOH 7RGDLML WHPSOH Dnd the
Great Buddha were first established in 743. This was
because, due to earthquakes, hunger, and war, the emperor
Shomu thought that Buddhism might be help to save the
FRXQWU\ ,W QHHGHG WRR PDQ\ «´ 7KLV ZDV WRR ORQJ RI D RQHsided explanation and boring for the people interacting with
the robot.
Asking questions To enable an interactive conversation
without exposing the robot to many unexpected questions, we
recommend that the robot should actively ask questions to the
visitor. This allows the visitor to participate in the
conversation while the robot keeps the initiative. Also, replies
to the questions are often predictable, so it is possible to
prepare responses to expected replies.
For example, a robot explaining about the Great Buddha
statue mighW DVN ³+RZ WDOO GR \RX WKLQN WKH VWDWXH LV"´
LQVWHDG RI VLPSO\ VWDWLQJ WKH VWDWXH¶V KHLJKW 9LVLWRUV could
respond with an estimate which is correct, too low, or too
KLJK RU WKH\ ZLOO VLPSO\ VD\ WKH\ GRQ¶W NQRZ Content can be
prepared for each of these cases, e.g. if the guess is too high,
the operator could prepare the phrase, ³:HOO LW LV YHU\ WDOO
EXW LW¶V QRW 7+$7 WDOO ´
IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
We developed a software system to support operators in
following the guidelines. In pre-trials, we observed that
operators often did not follow the guidelines when we only
told them orally. For example, some operators continued to
W\SH HYHU\ EHKDYLRU HYHQ DIWHU ZH WROG WKHP ³W\SLQJ WDNHV WRR
PXFK WLPH VR SOHDVH XVH WKH H[LVWLQJ EHKDYLRUV´ 2WKHU
operators continued to make long explanatory behaviors,
HYHQ DIWHU ZH WROG WKHP ³SOHDVH PDNH EHKDYLRUV VKRUW VR \RX
FDQ VHH SHRSOH¶V UHDFWLRQV DQG QRW PDNH WKH LQWHUDFWLRQ
ERULQJ´
Graphical interfaces were designed for three distinct
SKDVHV RI XVH WKH ³GHVLJQ´ SKDVH Vupporting content
GHYHORSPHQW WKH ³RSHUDWLRQ´ SKDVH VXSSRUWLQJ UHDO-time
WHOHRSHUDWLRQ DQG WKH ³FRQVROLGDWLRQ´ SKDVH VXSSRUWLQJ SRVWinteraction review, including operator training and content
improvement.
A. Design Phase
In this phase, operators prepare a basic set of content to
enable simple conversations when operation begins. Until
this basic content has been developed, it will not be possible
to begin gathering feedback through teleoperation.
The primary tasks of the operator in the design phase are
to create, edit, and organize interaction content for the robot.
7KLV FRQWHQW WDNHV WKH IRUP RI ³EHKDYLRUV´ ZKLFK FDQ LQFOXGH
both utterances and gestures.
The design interface enables operators to enter utterance
content, insert gestures if desired, and organize these
EHKDYLRUV LQWR WRSLFV $Q ³DGG QHZ EHKDYLRU´ ZL]DUG LV
provided which gives recommendations to the users, warning
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Figure 4. Field experiment environment

With-assistance: In this condition, we provided the
guidelines and the developed system to participants.
Without-assistance: In this condition, we did not provide the
guidelines or assistive features of the system designed to
support the guidelines. Instead, we provided a basic system
to allow them to enter content and operate the robot, and we
allowed them to freely create and edit the content.
Specifically, the without-assistance condition did not
LQFOXGH WKH ³DGG QHZ EHKDYLRU´ ZL]DUG FRQVROLGDWLRQ YLHZ
or guideline checklist. Of the features described in Section
4.2, links, topic shortcuts, the topic-independent utterance
list, instances, and the memo button were not provided in the
without-assistance condition. However, they were provided
with a list of all behaviors entered during operation, and they
were given the option to watch videos of their interactions.
The interface of this simplified system is shown in Figure 5.
Automatic fillers were used in both conditions, and the
experimenter answered questions from the participants about
how to use the system in both conditions. For simplicity,
gestures were not used in either condition.
B. Participants
A total of 27 participants (23 men and 4 women, who
averaged 68.4 years old, s.d. 3.96) took part in our
experiment. AOO ZHUH PHPEHUV RI ³6X]DNX ´ D YROXQWHHU
guide association in Nara. They each had 2-15 years of
experience, and they were all currently active as volunteer
guides at popular sightseeing areas at Nara at the time of the
study. They had not previously interacted with our robot and
had not had any experience operating any kind of
conversational robots. Each participant provided their age
and number of years of guiding experience, and we measured
their computer ability, in terms of typing speed and speed of
controlling a mouse. Based on this information, we assigned
participants to conditions in order to balance these factors as
closely as possible between conditions.
C. Equipment
In the experiment, we used the humanoid robot Robovie
R3. It has a human-like appearance with two arms (2*4
DOF), a head (3 DOF), and is 110 cm tall. Its head has two
eye cameras, a speaker, and a microphone. XIMERA
software [28], was used for speech synthesis.
The operators in our experiments controlled the robot
using the system described in Section 4, implemented in Java
and running on a Windows PC. The interaction content
created by the operator, including gestures and utterances,
was stored in a database. When the operator chose a behavior
978-1-4799-0509-6/13/$31.00 ©2013 IEEE

Figure 5. Graphical interface for Without-assistance condition

for the robot to execute, the behavior contents were sent to
the robot, which synthesized the utterance and executed the
appropriate gestures.
D. Procedure
In this experiment, the robot was to act as a guide
specializing in talking about the deer in Nara Park, one of
1DUD¶V PDMRU VLJKWVHHLQJ DWWUDFWLRQV ,WV MRE ZDV WR WDON ZLWK
visitors and try to interest them in the deer, and to answer any
questions they had about the deer. If visitors had off-topic
questions, the robot was to direct them to the desk staff at the
information center instead of trying to answer by itself.
The experiment consisted of two parts: preparation (the
Design phase in our proposed flow) and operation (iterating
through the Operation and Consolidation phases several
times). One day was spent on each part. Thus, each
participant took part in this experiment for two days.
The first day lasted for six hours at our laboratory: one
hour of instruction on how to use the system, three hours to
create interaction content, and two hours to practice by
teleoperating the robot. On the second day, participants
operated the robot for four hours at a tourist information
center in Nara (Figure 4), presenting information and
answering questions.
VI. RESULTS
A. Interaction Quality
To measure the overall quality of interactions, two
evaluators, blind to the experimental conditions, watched
videos of the interactions and gave subjective quality ratings
on a 100-point scale. This evaluation method was chosen
instead of directly asking visitors for their impressions, due to
the difficulty of getting consistent evaluations from first-time
visitors; the robot is still novel and an interaction with the
robot is still fun for many people, even with poor interaction
content. Measuring the overall impression from a thirdperson perspective provides more consistent evaluations.
We asked evaluators and to rate its performance in its role
as a guide providing information about deer in Nara Park,
and how well it was able to engage in interactive
conversation with the visitors. Scores were averaged over the
final three interactions for each participant.
To provide a consistent scale for the evaluators, we gave
reference definitions for 20-point increments, based on a
scenario where the evaluator is an employer, choosing
whether to hire the robot. In this scale, 100 is the best; 80
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Figure 6. Overall evaluations of interaction
quality
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Figure 7. Number of utterances containing
informational content

means that the evaluator feels that, as an employer, she could
pay the robot slightly more than average; 60 is normal, and
the evaluator feels that she could pay the robot slightly less
than average; 40 is not good, and the evaluator feels she
could only employ the robot without pay; 20 points is bad,
but WKH URERW FRXOG EH IRUJLYHQ E\ VD\LQJ ³,¶P WUDLQLQJ´; and
0 points is unacceptable, where the evaluator felt she would
not hire him even if he worked for free.
We computed the correlation of the overall impression
scores between the two evaluators to be .645, which we
consider to be a good match. Figure 6 shows the result of
overall impression scores averaged between the two
evaluators. A one-way factorial analysis of variance
(ANOVA) revealed a significant main effect (F(1,
25)=4.590, p=.042, ß 6 =.155). Overall interaction quality was
shown to be significantly better in the with-assistance
condition, supporting our hypothesis.
B. Secondary Measurements
We counted the number of utterances containing
informational content that were used by each operator. On
average, 13.0 unique informational utterances were used per
interaction in the with-assistance condition, compared with
6.1 in the without-assistance condition (Figure 7). A one-way
factorial ANOVA revealed a significant difference between
the two conditions (F(1, 25)=13.278, p=.001, ß 6 =.347))
We also counted the number of visitor utterances showing
VXUSULVH RU LQWHUHVW H J ³:RZ ´ RU ³2K UHDOO\"´ SHU
interaction (Figure 8). An ANOVA revealed a significant
main effect (F(1, 25)= 5.69, p=.025, ß 6 =.185). We interpret
these results as indicating that operators in the withassistance condition were able to conduct more interesting
conversations.
VII. DISCUSSION
A. Contributions of Individual Components
We introduced many techniques and guidelines at once in
this study, and it is not clear to what extent each element
contributed. The main focus of this study was to determine
whether non-engineering domain experts could effectively be
included in the content development process at all. A
rigorous analysis of each system component is left for future
work.
One major contribution of the software system appeared
to be the video playback functionality. After watching videos
of their operation, participants made a noticeably greater
effort to operate the robot quickly and minimize visitor wait
time. We attribute this to greater self-awareness, which
978-1-4799-0509-6/13/$31.00 ©2013 IEEE
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Figure 8. Number of visitor utterances showing
surprise or interest

enabled the operators to more effectively use their intuition
and implicit communicative knowledge in interactions.
7KH ³7RSLF-LQGHSHQGHQW XWWHUDQFH OLVW´ ZDV XVHIXO
enabling operators to react to the customers quickly in many
situations. Other features, such as the automatic links and
topic shortcuts, were not so important for small data sets like
those used in our experiment, but we expect that their value
will increase for larger sets of content and longer periods of
operation (since links are built based on interaction history).
B. Limitations
This study only focused on making dialog. We did not
consider locomotion or manipulation. The scale of this study
was also relatively small, as each participant had only 3 hours
for content creation and 3.5 hours for operation, covering
only one topic. Long-term operation with a larger content set
would make operation more difficult, but many of the
proposed features in our system are designed to support large
content sets.
C. Applicability to Other Domains
This study demonstrated that it is possible for
nontechnical domain experts to create interaction content for
a conversational robot through an iterative process of content
development and teleoperation. Aside from guiding tourists,
knowledge from domain experts might be necessary for
robots working in a shop talking with customers, in a hospital
or care home talking with patients, or in an educational
setting helping students learn.
There will be application-specific differences. The
communicative knowledge needed by a sightseeing guide
robot centers around storytelling, engaging listeners, and
reacting to their interests. Sales or education robots would
have different strategies and goals. However, requirements
such as smoothness of the interactions and responsiveness to
the customer or student would be similar. Thus, we expect
that our guidelines and system should be useful for such
applications.
VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper addressed the challenge of employing elderly
domain experts to teleoperate conversational service robots
and develop interaction content. To this end, we proposed an
iterative process using robot teleoperation in real interactions
to provide feedback for improving conversational content.
We presented a system and a set of design guidelines to
support domain experts in creating, using, and improving
conversational content through teleoperation. We then
709

evaluated how well a group of elderly volunteer guides could
make conversational content and operate a robot using our
proposed guidelines and system through a field experiment in
a real tourist information center. The results confirmed that
our system and guidelines helped operators conduct better
interactions with the robot.
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